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Both during and after the Haitian Revolution, the most widely circulated images of the thirteen-

year violent conflict that remade French Saint-Domingue into independent Haiti depicted Black 

people killing white people. The 1805 book An Historical Account of the Black Empire of Hayti, 

by Marcus Rainsford—an army officer who had been stationed in Saint-Domingue during the 

British occupation of the island—included a representative, and frequently reproduced, picture 

from the genre: Black revolutionaries stringing up white soldiers on a hillside. This Black-on-

white violence is described with the words “Revenge taken by the black army for the cruelties 

practiced on them by the French.” 1  (The book also features a now iconic portrait of Toussaint 

Louverture.)2 

 

Rainsford’s account, like the caption, is generally sympathetic to the revolution and its leaders’ 

cause of ridding the island of slavery forever. Other less well-known illustrations in the volume 

support this perspective by offering graphic images of the violence that the French army exerted 

over the revolutionaries. One such engraving shows Cuban bloodhounds—which the French 

military notoriously trained to “eat the blacks”—attacking a terrified Black mother and child;3 

another image illustrates the infamous drownings perpetrated by the French in their attempt, as 

the inscription reads, to “exterminate…the black army.”4  

 

Rainsford had described the genocidal operation the French waged from 1802 to 1803 against the 

Black revolutionaries in the following dire terms: 

 

The [French] government at this period…assumed a complexion more sanguinary and 

terrible than can be conceived among civilized people…In attempting to disarm the black 

troops…the most barbarous methods were practiced, shiploads were collected and 

suffocated in the holds. In one instance, six hundred being surrounded, and attempting a 

resistance, were massacred on the spot; and such slaughters daily took place in the 

vicinity of Cap-Français, that the air became tainted by the putrefaction of the bodies.5 

 

 
1 “Revenge Against French Soldiers, Saint Domingue (Haiti), 1805.” Marcus Rainsford, An Historical Account of 

the Black Empire of Hayti (London, 1805), 337. 
2 Rainsford, ibid., front matter, 
3 Rainsford, ibid., 338. 
4 Rainsford, ibid., 326. 
5 Rainsford, ibid., 326. 

http://slaveryimages.org/s/slaveryimages/item/1263
https://jcb.lunaimaging.com/luna/servlet/detail/JCB~1~1~575~230087:Toussaint-Louverture?sort=Normalized_date%2CGeographic_Area%2CCreator%2CMap_title&qvq=q:06847-1;sort:Normalized_date%2CGeographic_Area%2CCreator%2CMap_title;lc:JCB~1~1,JCBBOOKS~1~1,JCBMAPS~1~1,JCBMAPS~2~2,JCBMAPS~3~3&mi=0&trs=1
https://jcb.lunaimaging.com/luna/servlet/detail/JCB~1~1~575~230087:Toussaint-Louverture?sort=Normalized_date%2CGeographic_Area%2CCreator%2CMap_title&qvq=q:06847-1;sort:Normalized_date%2CGeographic_Area%2CCreator%2CMap_title;lc:JCB~1~1,JCBBOOKS~1~1,JCBMAPS~1~1,JCBMAPS~2~2,JCBMAPS~3~3&mi=0&trs=1
https://digital.librarycompany.org/islandora/object/Islandora%3A2707
https://jcb.lunaimaging.com/luna/servlet/detail/JCB~1~1~577~230089:The-Mode-of-exterminating-the-Black
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Although the British had been at war with France, the officer’s compassion for the Haitian 

revolutionaries’ utter desperation was unusual in the era. Most accounts of the revolution were 

stamped with overarching sympathy for the white colonists and deep horror at the very idea that 

enslaved Africans might kill their “masters” in order to free themselves.6  

 

Around 75,000 white French people died during the Haitian Revolution, a dramatic contrast to 

the estimated up to 350,000 Black people who were killed.7 Yet it was rare in the nineteenth 

century to see any acknowledgment of this disparity. Portraying Black people as perpetrators of 

violence rather than its victims—a tendency that persists in many parts of the world to this day—

functioned as a deliberate distraction from the everyday depredations of slavery and the atrocities 

that both the French colonists and the French army committed in Saint-Domingue. The visual 

history of the Haitian Revolution can tell us a lot about how repeated exposure to representations 

of Black people in aggressive postures smothers histories of white violence and turns our gaze 

away from Black death.8 Because these images have become the default—even in contemporary 

accounts that acknowledge the Haitian Revolution as the most radical attempt in world history to 

create universal liberty and equality—they have directly contributed to the stereotype that Black 

rage is the source of societal violence rather than an aching response to it.9 

 

*** 

 

Immediately after the beginning of the Haitian Revolution in August 1791, newspapers around 

the world printed tales of the widespread deaths of whites. “The news from Saint-Domingue is 

horrifying,” reported the Paris-based Le Courrier extraordinaire on October 30. “Two hundred 

plantations on fire; three hundred whites massacred.”10 Historical narratives tended to 

characterize the revolution in much the same way. In the two-volume Saint-Domingue, ou 

Histoire de ses Révolutions, anonymously published around 1804, the year the revolution ended, 

a frontispiece reduced the rebellion of enslaved people to a simple race war: “General revolt of 

the negroes. Massacre of the whites.”11  

 

In 1793, when the capital of the colony, Cap-Français, was set ablaze by Black revolutionaries, 

paintings depicting the fires told tales of property destruction designed to produce more 

 
6 See, Alfred N. Hunt, Hunt, Alfred N. Haiti's Influence on Antebellum America: Slumbering Volcano in the 

Caribbean. (Louisiana State University Press, 2006). 
7 Robert L. Scheina, Latin America's Wars: The age of the caudillo, 1791-1899. Vol. 1 (Washington, D.C., Brassey, 

18). 
8 See, for example, the images in William Johnson Neale’s Paul Periwinkle; or, The Pressgang: In Three 

Books, by the author of “Cavendish,” “The Flying Dutchman,” “Naval Surgeon.” Embellished by Forty Etchings, 

Drawn and Engraved by “Phiz.” (London: Thomas Tegg, 1841). 
9 See the image accompanying, Britannica, The Editors of Encyclopedia. "Haitian Revolution". Encyclopedia 

Britannica, 9 Mar. 2020, https://www.britannica.com/topic/Haitian-Revolution. Accessed 28 January 2022; and the 

cover of Gerald R. Horne, Confronting Black Jacobins: The U.S., the Haitian Revolution, and the Origins of the 

Dominican Republic. (New York: Monthly Review Press, 2015). 
10 Rpt.in Marina Bellot, “1791 : La grande révolte des esclaves de Saint-Domingue.” Web. 

https://www.retronews.fr/colonies/echo-de-presse/2019/02/21/revolte-des-esclaves-de-saint-domingue (Accessed 27 

January 2022) 
11 J.L. Boquet, Saint-Domingue, ou Histoire de ses Révolutions, contenant, le récit effroyable des divisions, des 

troubles, des ravages, des meutres, des Incendies, des devastations et des massacres qui eurent lieu dans cette île, 

depuis 1789 jusqu’à la perte de la colonie. (Paris: Chez Tiger, n.d.) 

https://books.google.com/books/about/Latin_America_s_Wars_The_age_of_the_caud.html?id=0qXzV3P-iiYC
https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=uc2.ark:/13960/t72v2ns4t&view=1up&seq=611
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Haitian-Revolution
https://nyupress.org/9781583675625/confronting-black-jacobins/
https://nyupress.org/9781583675625/confronting-black-jacobins/
https://www.retronews.fr/colonies/echo-de-presse/2019/02/21/revolte-des-esclaves-de-saint-domingue
https://digitalcollections.nypl.org/items/510d47e3-1a66-a3d9-e040-e00a18064a99
https://digitalcollections.nypl.org/items/510d47e3-1a66-a3d9-e040-e00a18064a99
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Haitian-Revolution.%20Accessed%2028%20January%202022
https://www.retronews.fr/colonies/echo-de-presse/2019/02/21/revolte-des-esclaves-de-saint-domingue
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sympathy for the lost buildings than for the human beings who had been tortured and enslaved 

within them. Two of the most famous examples, by J.L. Boquet and Swebach-Desfontaines, used 

the specter of Black vengeance to paint the colony’s nearly forty thousand white French residents 

as innocent victims who had lost all their worldly possessions as they fled the smoke and ashes 

en masse.12 

 

References to the fires in Saint-Domingue and the proliferating images of Black people killing 

white people were just as ubiquitous in literary fictions of the revolution.13 In 1802 the French 

novelist and playwright René Périn published one of the first French-language novels about the 

Haitian Revolution, L’Incendie du Cap, ou Le règne de Toussaint-Louverture (The Burning of 

Cap, or The Reign of Toussaint Louverture). Clearly sympathizing with the planters, in the 

preface Périn opined, “I am going to take us into the middle of the city of Cap, to look there for 

the victims of this atrocious negro, and offer a portrait upon which, reader, you may be forced to 

shed many tears!!!”14 It was also in 1802 when Napoléon Bonaparte’s brother-in-law General 

Charles Leclerc landed in Saint-Domingue with a military expedition that eventually brought 

between sixty to eighty thousand French soldiers to the island. Leclerc’s mission was not only to 

pave the way for the reinstatement of slavery, which the French National Assembly had 

abolished in 1794, but to restore the authority Bonaparte felt Toussaint Louverture had usurped 

when he named himself governor-general of Saint-Domingue for life in 1801.15  

 

Périn’s tale would never become as famous as Victor Hugo’s anti–Haitian Revolution novel 

Bug-Jargal (1826) or Alphonse de Lamartine’s melodramatic antislavery verse drama Toussaint 

Louverture (1850). Yet the frontispiece to The Burning of Cap remains one of the most 

recognizable images of the revolution (Fig. 1). 

 

 
12 “Vue de l'incendie de la ville du Cap Français, Arrivée le 21 Juin 1793, Peint d'après nature par J.L. Boquet ; 

Gravé par J.B. Chapuy.” 1794 https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b6946889b.item Web. (Accessed January 27, 

2022); Swebach Desfontaines, “Incendie du Cap Français : le 20, 21, 22 et 23 juin 1793 ou 2, 3, 4 et 5 messidor an 

I.er de la République.” <https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b69502977> Web. (Accessed January 27, 2022) 
13 Martinet. “Incendie de la Plaine du Cap. - Massacre des Blancs par les Noirs.” 1833 

<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Incendie_de_la_Plaine_du_Cap._-

_Massacre_des_Blancs_par_les_Noirs._FRANCE_MILITAIRE._-_Martinet_del._-_Masson_Sculp_-_33.jpg> Web. 

(Accessed January 26, 2022) 
14 René Périn. L’Incendie du Cap; ou, Le règne de Toussaint-Louverture, où l’on développe le caractère de ce chef 

de révoltés, sa conduite atroce depuis qu’il s’est arrogé le pouvoir, la nullité de ses moyens, la bassesse de tous ses 

agens, la férocité de Christophe, un de ses plus fermes soutiens, les malheurs qui sont venus fondre sur le Cap, la 

marche de l’armée française, et ses succès sous les ordres du capitaine général Leclerc. (Paris: Marchand, 1802), 

xiv. 
15 Marlene L. Daut, “The Wrongful Death of Toussaint Louverture.” History Today 70.6 (June 2020).  

https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b6946889b.item
https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b69502977
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Incendie_de_la_Plaine_du_Cap._-_Massacre_des_Blancs_par_les_Noirs._FRANCE_MILITAIRE._-_Martinet_del._-_Masson_Sculp_-_33.jpg
https://www.laphamsquarterly.org/contributors/napoleon-bonaparte
https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b6946889b.item
https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b69502977
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Incendie_de_la_Plaine_du_Cap._-_Massacre_des_Blancs_par_les_Noirs._FRANCE_MILITAIRE._-_Martinet_del._-_Masson_Sculp_-_33.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Incendie_de_la_Plaine_du_Cap._-_Massacre_des_Blancs_par_les_Noirs._FRANCE_MILITAIRE._-_Martinet_del._-_Masson_Sculp_-_33.jpg
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Figure 1: Frontispiece from L’Incendie du Cap, ou Le règne de Toussaint-Louverture, by René 

Périn, 1802 

 

 

This unremarkable novel circulated widely enough that a copy of it reached independent Haiti, 

where it fell into the hands of future king Henry Christophe, then head of the Haitian army. On 

December 13, 1805, noting that this “petite brochure” had arrived via a merchant ship from the 

United States, General Christophe sent it with a warning to Emperor Jacques I (Jean-Jacques 

Dessalines), who led Haiti to independence in 1804:  

 

The contents of this brochure leave no doubt about the views of our enemies, since they 

do not even accord us the title of men, judging that we are not worthy of the liberty that 

we enjoy, that we conquered using the strength of our arms, and that no power on earth 

can ever take from us! But let them come, and I will give them new proof.16 

   

Despite his dogged insistence that independence was the righteous outcome of Haiti’s fight to 

end forever the state of war that is slavery, the Haitian general was well aware that narratives like 

The Burning of Cap were designed to refocus attention on the white people who died during the 

conflict. 

 

Tales of “white massacre” had already led some previously sympathetic French writers, such as 

Olympe de Gouges, to argue that the rebellious slaves and free people in the colony were equally 

as cruel as the white colonists. Shortly after the Haitian Revolution began, De Gouges—who 

would be sent to the guillotine by the Jacobins in 1793—wrote that the revolutionaries had 

paradoxically justified the actions of the colonists by imitating their “most barbaric and atrocious 

 
16 Henry Christophe, King of Haiti. Henry Christophe to Jean-Jacques Dessalines, December 13, 1805. Copie de 

lettres (manuscript) 1805–6. FCO Historical Collection FOL. F1924 HEN. King’s College, London. 

https://aeon.co/essays/the-king-of-haiti-and-the-dilemmas-of-freedom-in-a-colonised-world
https://theconversation.com/meet-haitis-founding-father-whose-black-revolution-was-too-radical-for-thomas-jefferson-101963
https://theconversation.com/meet-haitis-founding-father-whose-black-revolution-was-too-radical-for-thomas-jefferson-101963
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tortures.”17 Those already ill inclined to support the Haitian Revolution, like the writer François-

René de Chateaubriand, son of a slave trafficker, characterized the Black rebels as indefensibly 

out for blood and undeserving of the world’s sympathy. In his 1802 work The Genius of 

Christianity (Le Génie du christianisme), Chateaubriand implored, “Who would dare to plead the 

cause of the Blacks after the crimes they have committed?”18 

 

Lamenting that for years Haitians had not been able to counter such spurious claims, in 1814 the 

Baron de Vastey, King Henry Christophe’s most prominent minister, wrote in his famous 

pamphlet The Colonial System Unveiled (Le Système colonial dévoilé): “The friends of slavery, 

those eternal enemies of the human race, have made all the presses of Europe groan for centuries 

in order to reduce the Black man below the brute.” He proclaimed, “Now that we have Haitian 

printing presses, we can reveal the crimes of the colonists and respond to even the most absurd 

calumnies invented by the prejudice and greed of our oppressors.”19 

 

In his widely read exposé, Vastey painstakingly described how the colonists of Saint-Domingue 

practiced some of the cruelest tortures on enslaved people in the Atlantic world. These included 

burning and burying them alive; severing limbs, ears, and other body parts; bleeding the enslaved 

to death; and nailing them to walls and trees, along with various forms of sexual assault, which 

Vastey called “crapulous debauchery.”20 Detailing the horrific crimes of a planter named 

Gallifet, Vastey reported that “he was accustomed to cut the hamstrings of his slaves” and that 

his plantation was well-known for its dungeons, where enslaved people “perished lying in water, 

by a cold and dampness which suppressed the circulation of their blood.”21  

 

Vastey’s descriptions did lead some foreign readers to wonder who would dare plead the cause 

of the white colonists after the crimes they had committed. A review of the pamphlet in the 

British Antijacobin Review and Magazine in 1818 damningly concluded, “In reading over the 

tract before us we have doubted whether we were in the society of men or of wild beasts; but a 

little reflection easily convinced us that the brutes of the field could not act as the monsters we 

have been placed in company with.”22 Still, such affirmations of French barbarity did little to 

disrupt the general arc of the sympathy-for-whites trope that abounded in nineteenth-century 

literature and art of the Haitian Revolution.  

 

**** 

 

Today’s French government continues the long-standing tradition of painting France as the 

champion of human rights, rather than as one of the world’s worst offenders when it comes to 

 
17 Olympe de Gouges. L’Esclavage des noirs, ou l’heureux naufrage, drame en trois actes, en prose. (Paris: la veuve 

Duchesne, la veuve Bailly et les marchands de nouveautés, 1792), 5. 
18 René de Chateaubriand. Le Génie du Christianisme.  (Paris: Garnier-Flammarion, 1966), 1:164. 
19 Jean Louis Vastey (Baron de). Le Système colonial dévoilé. (Cap-Henry: P.Roux, 1814), 95. 
20 Vastey, ibid, 89. 
21 Qtd. in Marlene L. Daut, Baron de Vastey and the Origins of Black Atlantic Humanism (Basingstoke, UK: 

Palgrave Macmillan), 121. 
22  Rpt. in “‘State of Hayti.’ Rev. of ‘La [sic] Système colonial dévoilé’—Par le Baron de Vastey.” The Port-Folio 

7.4 (April 1819). 

https://www.france24.com/en/20200831-behind-sketch-of-black-mp-in-shackles-a-french-failure-to-confront-slave-legacy
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slavery and colonialism.23 But maintaining this narrative requires ignoring, downplaying, and 

disputing a wealth of historical sources, produced both in Haiti and the broader Atlantic world, 

that testify to the crimes against humanity the French committed in Saint-Domingue.  

 

Multiple eyewitnesses from the revolutionary era confirm dead Black bodies piled up in every 

corner of the colony. Such informants second Rainsford’s report that under General Leclerc and 

his successor General Rochambeau, the French military had attempted to carry out genocide. 

Leclerc himself confirmed it when he wrote Napoléon Bonaparte on October 7, 1802, “Here is 

my opinion on this country: We must destroy all the Blacks in the mountains—men and 

women—and spare only the children under twelve years of age. We must destroy half of those in 

the plains and must not leave a single colored person in the colony who has worn an epaulette.”24  

 

This brazen depravity played out directly in the public eye. A U.S. merchant recounted in an 

1803 article for the Philadelphia-based Literary Magazine, and American Register that in 

November 1802 he witnessed “scenes that bear the deepest tinge of barbarous atrocity”:  

 

Seven or eight hundred blacks and men of color were seized upon in the streets, in the 

public places, in the very houses, and for the moment confined within the walls of a 

prison. Thence they were hurried on board the national vessels lying in the harbor, from 

whence they were plunged into eternity.  

 

As a result of all of this “premeditated barbarity,” the merchant concluded, “the billows now 

washed these unfortunate victims to the shore, floating with their eyes, as it were, turned toward 

heaven, they seemed to demand vengeance on the author of their untimely death.”25 

 

Even some French military officers were horrified. General Jean-Pierre Ramel (the younger), 

who served under Rochambeau, acknowledged that the French were indiscriminately massacring 

Black people, including those not in open rebellion: 

 

Who were the men whom we drowned in Saint-Domingue? Blacks who had been 

captured as prisoners on the fields of battle? No; Conspirators? Even less so! Nobody was 

convicted of anything: because of a simple suspicion, a report, an equivocal word, 200, 

400, 800, up to 1,500 blacks had been thrown into the sea. I saw this happen, and I 

complained about it.26 

 

Despite an abundance of firsthand accounts proving the contrary, contemporary scholars 

sometimes contribute to the image of a revolutionary Saint-Domingue littered with white bodies 

by repeating the claims of the era’s reactionaries, who painted the Haitian Revolution as a time 

 
23 Benjamin Dodman, “Behind sketch of black MP in shackles, a French failure to confront slave legacy.” France 

24. (August 31, 2020). https://www.france24.com/en/20200831-behind-sketch-of-black-mp-in-shackles-a-french-

failure-to-confront-slave-legacy (Accessed February 2, 2022) 
24 Leclerc to Bonaparte, (October 7, 1802). Rpt in Roussier, Lettres du général Leclerc. (Paris: Société de l’Histoire 

des Colonies Françaises, 1937), 256. 
25 “Picture of St. Domingo.” The Literary Magazine and American Register for 1803–4. Vol. 1. (Philadelphia: John 

Conrad and Co., 1804), 446–50. 
26 Jean-Pierre Ramel. Rpt.  in Alphonse de Lamartine, Toussaint Louverture. 1850. Ed. Léon-François Hoffmann. 

(Exeter: U of Exeter Press, 1998), 9. 

https://repository.duke.edu/dc/pillageducap/lpc001001001
https://www.france24.com/en/20200831-behind-sketch-of-black-mp-in-shackles-a-french-failure-to-confront-slave-legacy
https://www.france24.com/en/20200831-behind-sketch-of-black-mp-in-shackles-a-french-failure-to-confront-slave-legacy
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when Black people overwhelmingly massacred whites, including pregnant women and 

children.27 Recently, using the phrase “Caribbean genocide,” historian Philippe Girard concluded 

that from 1802 to 1804, “with few exceptions, those who perpetrated the genocide were former 

slaves, while most victims were former slave owners and soldiers supporting slavery.”28 This 

claim is in direct contradiction with history. The only people who committed genocide on the 

island of Saint-Domingue were the Spanish. And the only ones who ever attempted it again were 

the French. 

 

*** 

 

The Bulgarian-French philosopher, historian, and literary critic Tzvetan Todorov has referred to 

the sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Spanish conquest of the Americas (encompassing South 

America, Mexico, and the Caribbean)—whereby 90 percent of the indigenous population was 

exterminated by the Spanish through a fatal combination of war, displacement, and disease—as 

the “greatest genocide in human history.”29 The torturous labor conditions in the colony under 

French rule, which officially began in 1697, led to an extraordinarily high death rate for enslaved 

people in the eighteenth century, too. At least 500,000 enslaved Africans died from overwork 

and exploitation in French Saint-Domingue before the revolution even began.30 The nearly 

900,000 captive Africans forcibly transported to the French side of the island lived an average of 

only three years afterward, while the life expectancy for those born in the colony was only 

fifteen years. Shakespeare’s Ferdinand could easily have been speaking of Saint-Domingue when 

he cried out in The Tempest—a play long considered to have been inspired by European 

colonialism in the Caribbean—“Hell is empty. And all the devils are here.”31 

 

The opposite belief—that it was the formerly enslaved of Saint-Domingue who were ruthless 

killers—is only partially a result of Dessalines’ postrevolutionary statements declaring expulsion 

or death for all white French people who chose to remain in independent Haiti. While his 

soldiers did kill several hundred white French soldiers and colonists over the course of four 

 
27 Boquet. “Le Pillage du Cap, révolte de Saint-Domingue, 

1793.”https://repository.duke.edu/dc/pillageducap/lpc001001001 Web. (Accessed February 2, 2022) 
28 Philippe R. Girard, “Caribbean genocide: racial war in Haiti, 1802–4.” Patterns of Prejudice 39.2 (2005): 138-61. 

This article has become the basis for a widely consulted Wikipedia page called, “1804 Haiti Massacre,” which has 

unfortunately led to the widespread (mis)use of the erroneous phrase, “white genocide.” For Wikipedia, see “Haiti 

1804 Massacre.” Web. < https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1804_Haiti_massacre>  (Accessed February 2, 2022); for the 

mythology and harm created by the term “white genocide” see, Julia Gaffield, “5 Myths about the Haitian 

Revolution.” Washington Post (August 4, 2021). Web. < https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/five-myths/five-

myths-about-the-haitian-revolution/2021/08/04/1cf7be4e-f3c1-11eb-a49b-d96f2dac0942_story.html> (Accessed 

February 2, 2022). 
29 Tzvetan Todorov, The Conquest of America: The Question of the Other. Tr. Richard Howard. (University of 

Oklahoma Press, 1999), 4 
30 Alex Dupuy, “French Merchant Capital and Slavery in Saint-Domingue.” Latin American Perspectives 12.3 

(1985): 77–102. 

 

 
31 William Shakespeare, The Tempest. 1623. Act 1, scene 2, lines 213-214. Project Gutenberg. 

<https://www.gutenberg.org/files/23042/23042-h/23042-h.htm>. Web. (Accessed February 2, 2022) 

https://slavevoyages.org/assessment/estimates
https://repository.duke.edu/dc/pillageducap/lpc001001001
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1804_Haiti_massacre
https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/five-myths/five-myths-about-the-haitian-revolution/2021/08/04/1cf7be4e-f3c1-11eb-a49b-d96f2dac0942_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/five-myths/five-myths-about-the-haitian-revolution/2021/08/04/1cf7be4e-f3c1-11eb-a49b-d96f2dac0942_story.html
https://www.gutenberg.org/files/23042/23042-h/23042-h.htm
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months, it did not even come close to killing the entire French population, as the research of 

historian Julia Gaffield has shown.32  

 

Even though torturing and killing enslaved Black people was devastatingly common in the 

colony under slavery, constituting its own holocaust, and their deaths during the revolution 

inordinately outnumber those of white planters and French soldiers, numerous images imply 

precisely the opposite: Dessalines holding up a white man’s head, a nameless Black 

revolutionary doing the same.33 Divorced from historical context, such drawings hardly convey 

that what compelled the revolutionaries to borrow this classic tactic of terror was actually the 

deadly display of force relentlessly used by the French. In February 1791 the French government 

in Saint-Domingue notoriously had the heads of two revolutionary free men of color, Vincent 

Ogé and Jean-Baptiste Chavannes, placed on pikes to serve as a warning for anyone else who 

might try to obtain rights equal to those of the white colonists. 

 

**** 

 

 

One rare sketch illustrating the preponderance of dead Black people over dead white people 

during the revolution comes from an 1888 children’s book, Henriette Fresneau’s Thérèse à Saint-

Domingue.34 Telling the tale of the white de Monrémy family’s flight from the slave insurrection 

that left their plantation in flames, the caption under one image reads: “The French guard was 

tasked with gathering the dead bodies.” Notably, these corpses are Black, not white. Yet when 

the book appeared in English translation the next year, this image was omitted. An engraving 

depicting the novel’s white title character in distress as she flees the revolution was preserved, 

however. 

 

Another children’s story from the late nineteenth century contains an image expressing what may 

have been unwitting sympathy for the Black people of Saint-Domingue. This engraving of two 

children named Mika and Dodo weeping over the prerevolutionary death of Mika’s mother is 

from Michel Möring’s 1860 tale L’Esclave de Saint-Domingue (The slave of Saint-Domingue).35 

The story does not ultimately defend the Haitian Revolution, and Möring keeps the details of 

slave rebellion in the background, preferring to highlight the goodness of the tale’s principal 

characters instead. By making Mika and Dodo the saviors of a French family, the narrative 

implies that Black people are worthy of sympathy in the context of revolution only if they show 

benevolence and devotion to white people, even those who had once enslaved them.  

 

 
32 “1804 Census, Gros Morne, Haiti.” Haiti: DOI. Ed. Julia Gaffield. Web. < https://haitidoi.com/2013/03/18/1804-

census-gros-morne-haiti/> (Accessed February 1, 2022) 
33 “Desalines. Huye del valor Frances, pero matando blancos.” In Louis Dubroca, Vida de J.J. Dessalines, gefe de 

los negros de Santo Domingo : con notas muy circunstanciadas sobre el origen, carácter y atrocidades de los 

principales gefes de aquellos rebeldes desde el principio de la insurreccion en 1791.Tr. Don Juan Lopez Cancelada. 

(México : En la officina de D. Mariano de Zúñiga y Ontiveros, año de 1806); January Suchodolski, “Bitwa na San 

Domingo or The Battle of Palm Tree Hill,” USU Digital Exhibits. Web. http://exhibits.usu.edu/items/show/17627.  

(Accessed February 2, 2022)  
34 [Henriette] Fresneau, Thérèse à Saint-Domingue. Paris : Hachette, 1888. 
35 Michel Möring, « L’Esclave de Saint-Domingue. » Les Conteurs en famille, illustrés de belle lithographes à deux 

teintes par MM. Grenier et Hadamard. (Paris: J. Vermot, 1860), 7–21. 

https://digitalcollections.nypl.org/items/510d47da-715a-a3d9-e040-e00a18064a99
http://exhibits.usu.edu/items/show/17627
http://exhibits.usu.edu/items/show/17627
https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=njp.32101071961104&view=1up&seq=179
https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=njp.32101071961104&view=1up&seq=161
https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k58445445/f18.item
https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k58445445/f18.item
https://haitidoi.com/2013/03/18/1804-census-gros-morne-haiti/
https://haitidoi.com/2013/03/18/1804-census-gros-morne-haiti/
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We must look to contemporary artists to find deliberate attempts to represent not only the 

sadness, sense of loss, and everyday griefs of enslaved Black people in Saint-Domingue but also 

the utter fear they experienced during the revolution. Kimathi Donkor’s 2004 painting Bacchus 

and Ariadne refocuses the gaze on white violence, while also underscoring the sheer terror felt 

by Black people in Saint-Domingue. Its depiction of a Black woman silently gasping in horror as 

she witnesses the murderous rage of a white French soldier trying to bayonet a Black child is a 

dramatic departure from the almost monolithic nineteenth-century portrayals of Haitian 

revolutionaries assaulting white women and children.  

 

Most contemporary Haitian artists who have painted the revolution have focused on more heroic 

and celebratory landscapes. In 1995 Madsen Mompremier unveiled the iconic Dessalines 

Ripping the White from the Flag, and André Normil’s Cérémonie du Bois-Caïman (1990) is 

undoubtedly the most famous depiction of the August 1791 ceremony that heralded the start of 

the Haitian Revolution.  

 

Acknowledging that there existed great suffering in Saint-Domingue alongside great heroism is 

essential but rare. This is what makes the monument to the Heroes of Vertières so extraordinary. 

Named after the famous battle that ended the revolution, it depicts the fallen men and women 

who fought alongside those who lived to see Haiti become free. The steep price of Haiti’s 

independence is wrought in seven bronze figures.  

 

It is hard not to see parallels with historical efforts to misrepresent the Haitian Revolution in our 

current moment, when protests against police killings of Black men and women in the United 

States are being portrayed by many in the American media as perpetuating violence rather than 

opposing it. If the statues at the Heroes Monument could speak, perhaps they might answer such 

mischaracterizations with the sorrows of slavery. The earnest expressions on the faces of the 

standing figures as they eternally sit with the dead—eyes upturned to the sky, seeming to plead 

for sympathy more than recognition—provide a stinging reminder that the enslaved did not kill 

like maniacs. Their enslavers did.  

 

A slightly different version of this article appeared in Lapham’s Quarterly on October 14, 2020.  
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